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Hmrc vat refunds manual

Advice on processing claims made by merchants to correct errors they have made in the conduct of their VAT business, which can lead to a refund of VAT A person can claim a refund of VAT when an error has been made in the accounting of VAT or VAT is accounted for in relation to an offer that changes or never actually takes place.
Who can claim a VAT refund? Only certain people have the right to make a claim. This depends on the nature of the business, for example the sole trader, partnership, company or VAT group, and the status of the trader, for example bankrupt, insolvent, unfit or deceased. What can be claimed for reimbursement? The claim may be for the
over-reported production tax or for the under-claimed or underestimated input tax. Who is responsible for the proof of the claim? The onus is on the applicant to prove his claim. What should a claim contain? A claim must contain specific information required by law about how the claim was made and any other errors that were made
during the accounting periods claimed. HMRC does not have the discretion to accept a claim if it does not meet all the necessary criteria. When should A claim be made? A claim must be made within the statutory time frame. This time frame depends on the specific provision under which the claim is made. What will HMRC do with a
claim? HMRC will first verify the application, see VRM2000, to ensure that it contains all the necessary information (we will refuse all incomplete or harm-free claims and most of the estimated claims) and that it was made within the statutory timeframe. In all but very exceptional circumstances, HMRC will refuse payment of the claim while
we verify it, see VRM9000. If we are satisfied with the claim, we will pay for it. When will HMRC reject applications? Hmrc will reject requests that are not adequately supported by documentation and information, seeing VRM11000 being abusive would lead to the unfair enrichment of the applicant, see VRM12000. When we reject an
application, we will explain why we do so and explain to the trial court the applicant's right to an independent review of the decision and his right to appeal against that decision. Any appeal must be lodged within 30 days of our letter being refused. What is unfair enrichment? We use the term unfair enrichment to describe the situation in
which an applicant passed on the economic burden of the vat levy to his clients so that the credit or payment of his claim would be equivalent to receiving the amount twice - once from his clients and once from HMRC. Where the burden of improperly collected VAT falls on an applicant's customers, HMRC and the applicant can enter into
a voluntary refund scheme in which HMRC refunds the refund to the applicant who has committed to return the payments to customers. An applicant who enters into the repayment terms is required by the law of its customers. What about penalties when an applicant's conduct is negligent or deliberate? If we find that a person has
deliberately overestimated the claim or exaggeration of the claim because of his failure to exercise reasonable caution in the calculations, we may charge a penalty. A company may claim a refund of VAT when an error has been made in the accounting of VAT or VAT in relation to an offer that changes or never actually takes place. Claim
when an error has been made A claim can be made to correct an error that the plaintiff has acknowledged. However, the following, if done correctly and at the right time, are not correcting errors and will not lead to claims either under section 80 of the 1994 VAT Act, nor under Section 25 of the VAT Act 1994 and Regulation 29 of the VAT
Regulations 1995 Annual adjustments to the retail plan or other adjustments required when a person stops using a particular retail plan. , adjustments under the capital goods regime, an approved estimation procedure, partial exemption adjustments, partial adjustments to the recovery and recovery of the exemption, European exports and
intra-community supplies of goods, issuance or receipt of credit and debit notes, applications for debt relief for insaluable claims and expenses before registration and after de-inscration. Claim when VAT is accounted for in relation to an offer that changes or never actually takes place A VAT refund request may arise, for example, when a
VAT is counted when a merchant receives an advance payment for a supply that, in case, never takes place. This is because the merchant will have had to account for the exit tax when he received the advance payment, but, when the customer cancels his order, for example, that the exit tax will turn away from having been properly due
to being an amount declared as an exit tax that was not due as such. It is important that you ensure that the person who makes a claim for a refund arising from a production tax return or under-claim of the input tax does have the right to make the application. The default right to apply for a production tax and input tax is set out below, but
there are more detailed guidance on specific eligibility situations in the links at the end of this page. Production Tax Application A claim may be made by the person who filed the tax return on the of the person to whom the right to make a claim has been assigned or transferred by the person who made the overreasured statement, for
example, by an assignment or as part of the transfer of a business as an ongoing concern, this will turn to the terms of the agreement to sell and purchase a person acting for the applicant , such as an accountant, lawyer or tax advisor for whom the claimant signed and submitted a 64-8. However, the payment should only be made to the
person who legally has the right to make the claim, see VRM4800. Late application for input tax a person who has committed it for the purpose of his own taxable business activities may be made a person to whom the right to claim has been allocated or transferred by the person who incurred the input tax, for example, by an assignment
or as part of a business transfer as an ongoing concern - in the case of an ongoing business transfer. , this will relate to the terms of the agreement to sell and purchase a transferee when a business is transferred as an ongoing concern and the assignee adopts the transferee's vat registration number under Regulation 6 of the 1995 VAT
Regulations (through a VAT form68), (Regulation 6(3)b) a person acting for the applicant, such as an accountant, , a lawyer or tax advisor for whom the applicant signed and submitted a 64-8. However, the payment must only be made to the person who legally has the right to make the claim. More detailed guidance For more detailed
guidance on partnerships, see vrm4200 VAT groups, see VRM4300 Divisional Records, see VRM4400 Unincorporated Associations, see VRM4500 Death, Disability, Insolvency, Dissolved Companies, see VRM4600 Claim Rights Disposal, see VRM4700 Transfer of Payment Right, see VRM4800 A person entitled to make a claim can
make the claim , but request that the payment be made to a third party. You should not make a payment to a third party without the applicant's written authorization - a letter of release - indicating that the payment of the claim to the third party relieves HMRC's liability to the plaintiff in relation to the claim in question. If it later turns out that
the claim should not have been paid, you should make an assessment of the recovery against the plaintiff, not against the third party. A claim must meet specific criteria and must be made within the limits. Criteria that a production tax return must meet A claim made under Section 80 VATA 1994 must meet the criteria set out in Regulation
37 of the 1995 VAT Regulations. The plaintiff must establish the basis and reason why the claim shows that the amount claimed shows how this amount was calculated to break down the amount by referring to the prescribed accounting periods and be able to provide copies of the documents used in the calculation of the claim upon
request. The provisions of Regulation 37 are mandatory and HMRC does not have the discretion to authorize anything that does not respond to the above bullets. Criteria for a late application for an input tax must comply with Regulation 29 of the Regulations VAT provides that late requests for input tax must be made ... commissioners
may otherwise authorize or direct specifically or generally... ». In general, we allow or direct them to be done in the same way as Regulation 37 requires for section 80 claims (see above). A late application for an input tax is a claim that is made in any accounting period after the period in which the right to deduce it first arose. The right to
deduct input tax first occurs when the taxable person has both committed the input tax and received the VAT invoice or other documents required by Regulation 29(2) of the VAT Regulations in support of its deduction - see the VAT input tax manual, VIT10000 , for more details. Claims should generally not be estimated You should not
allow the estimation (or extrapolation, sampling or approximation) of a claim. Since claims can only go back four years and merchants are required to keep their records for six, applicants should be able to make an accurate calculation. There are two exceptions: Regulation 29(3) of the 1995 VAT Regulations expressly provides for the
estimation of the input tax. However, its scope is very limited and does not apply to late input tax applications. Check out the VAT Input Tax Manual for guidance on the right to the input tax. HMRC accepted Fleming's estimated claims so that it was not unduly difficult or impossible in practice for potential applicants to make their claims.
This respects the principle of effectiveness of EU law. However, requiring applicants to produce properly calculated applications that go back only four years, when they are required to keep records for six years, does not violate this principle. Please see VRM9300 for advice on evidence in historical claims The applicant must make a full
request to stop the clock of deadlines Whether for the excise tax or the input tax, the application must be complete by meeting all the above criteria in order to stop the clock of deadlines. A person who makes a claim for certain accounting periods or for certain overpayments without prejudice to other overpayments or accounting periods,
or reserves the right to make other claims in relation to other overpayments or accounting periods does not stop the clock compared to accounting periods for which no appropriate claim is made. A letter, statement or notice of intent to claim at some point in the future does not stop the clock for the deadline - see paragraph 45 of Grand
Entertainments Company -v- CRC [2016] UKUT 209 (TCC). For more detailed guidance on new claims and amendments, see VRM5200. To obtain the support of the case law for the views of the HMRC, see VRM5300. VRM5300.
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